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TTIE SCFTWARZIAN DISTANCE BETWEEI{ DOMAINS:
A QUESTION OF O. LEHTO

BRAD OSGOOD anrt DENNIS STOWE

Möbius transformations are the only conformal mappings of c and one com-

mon interpretation of the Schwarzian derivative S(/) of an analytic function / is

that of measuring how close / is to being a Möbius transformation. Thus §(/)=0
if and only if / is Möbius, while if / is locally injective in a quasidisk and has

small enough Schwarzian then it will be injective and have a quasiconformal exten-

sion to d, wittr dilatation controlled by the size of S("f). BV analogy, might it not

also be the case that the size of the Schwarzian derivative of a conformal mapping

between two domains defines a good measure of their distance apart, when domains

which are conformally equivalent via a Möbius transformation are considered iden-

tical? We shall show that this cannot be pushed too far, answering in the negative

a question asked by O. Lehto [L, p. 68]. We refer to Lehto's monograph for some

Uasic dennitions, results, and formulas we use here. We also note that the perspective

leading to our particular construction comes very much from our work in [OS]

on a generalizatiot of the Schwarzian.

We consider simply connected domains DcC with the Poincard metric )'oldzl.

If / is a conformal mapping of D and §(/) : (f ' lf )' - + (f ' lf )' is its Schwarzian

derivative then set

lls("011, : suP'ta'z lS(,f)l'

Lehto defines a pseudometric on domains by

6(Dt, D): inf ll§(/)ll»,

where / is a conformal mapping of D1 onto Dr. Then ä is symmetric and satisfies

the triangle inequality, and ä(Dr, DJ:0 if Dl can be mapped onto D, by a Möbius

transformation. Lehto asls if the converse of this last statement holds, that is, is

ä a metric? We show that this is not the case.

Theorem l. There exist domains D1 and D, which are not Möbius equiualent,

but for which 6(DyDz):0. Moreouer, the domains can each be chosen to be arbit'

rarily close to a disk (in terms of ö).

Incidentally, it is true that if Dl is a disk and if ä (D1 
' 
DJ :0 then D, is a disk.
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rrltimately, we will exhibit the domains Dr., Da,as images of the upper half-plane
If under conformal mappings fr, fr. Then any conformal mapping f of D1 onto
D, an be written in the form f:frTfyl where r is a Möbius transformation of
rI onto itself. For z(D, and w:f;L(z)(H, the formula for the schwarzian der!
vative of the composition of analytic functions, together with the conformal in-
variance of the Poincar6 metric, lead to

)';: (z)ls (f)@)l - Ar' (w)l - s(rXw) + T' (w), S (.fr)(Tw)|.

This formula illustrates the role of zin computing ä; rhe functions s(Å) and s(f,)
are fixed, and different choices for 7 give diflerent ways of shifting the latter before
the former is subtracted.

The mapping functions fr, f, will be obtained according to the foilowing
general scheme. Let E,:16917'1. Then filf!:(0Eil0x)-i(0cpil0y), and s([)
can be expressed in terms of g, alone:

(1)

Q)

To construct examples we start with a harmonic function ei in H, select an analytic
function hj wirh real part e;, ar,dlet fi be an antiderivative of eb. Without actually
examining fi *" can be sure that it is injective if, by bounding derivatives of E.,
we obtain ,i;'glS([)l=2. This follows from a Theorem of Nehari, [L, p. 90].

From a more geometric point of view, a harmonic function cpi on H gives a
euclidean metric sotldzl on H and so admits a developing map fr: H*c. That
is, I is a conformal immersion wifh lf;l:eq.i. Nehari's Theorem, as a condition
on g, via (2), gives a sufficient condition for this (euclidean) developing map to be
an imbedding.

'we continue with a few more general remarks. Let p: R*R be a real analytic
function such that

lp(k)Q)l € eAk, t(.R, k - 0,1,2, ...

for some positive constants e and l. It is convenient to write a point in ä
as e'+ie, r€R, 0((0, z). Define

q(e,+n): @(p)(d+t'): p(r)- p'-Å') (r-ä)' *ry(r-t)' -
The series converges in the C- topology, and E is harmonic on II. Let g: H*C
be a developing map for the metric eeldzl, i.e., g is analytic with q:log lgl1.
From (2),

(3)

where

s(s) (r'* ") : ,-" {(ucos 20 + u sin 20) * i(u cos 20 - u sin20)}

02ou-#-#-+{#)'++(#)'
,,--#+#.{#l t#)
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A rough estimate then gives

l,S(g)l = e-zt eC (e, A), C (e, A) : 1E l1t * A * eA) coshz (Anl2),

and using ).*(et+n1:12e'sin 01-r we have that

(4) (rffls(g)lXd+ie; = 4(sinz O)eC(e, A).

In particular, a function constructed in this way will be injective if this bound is at

most 2.

For our example we take Ei:ib(p), i:1,2, where

pre) : , ZL,#,r (å) , pze): -p{t).

Then fpf)(t)l=e for all k,t. For fr,loelfil:Ei, to be injective we have only

to choose e so that eC(e,l)=112. With Di-4@) we see, actually, that we can

make ä(D;,If) arbitrarily small. In particular lye can take D, and D, to be quasi-

disks [L, p. 88].

Let s be a real number and let T: H*H be multiplication by e". Then

(r')'z (s(fi) o T) = S (fro T). and log l(froT)'l - s * rpro T. Now set p (t\ : -pr(r) +
pr(t+s) and let E:a(il- As in (3) we find that

(s) (-s(,0+(r;'z(s(fr)or))(e'+'o)

: e-2' {(u cos 2A * o sin 20) + i(o cos 20 - u sin 20)l
where

" = # - # - +(#)(+. w4. +(#)(# * k" 4,

"=-#*#*##.(+*)#
Let us take s:3il2 where N is a non-negative integer. Then

p(t) :, z:,#{-,i, (å)-.. (@r, )}

: ez:n+, #{-'* (+)-'t (+)},
whence

;r«tr1r)l = fr, k:0,1,2, ....

Using these estimates in (5), we obtain

l- srr) + v)' (s (fr)"r)l 1 e-^t c (s)12*,
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where C(e):2/1e1t+e)cosh2(nl2). Thus for f:frTf{l, a conformal mapping
of D, onto Dr, we have

ll§("Ollp, = 4C(e)12N.

Since 1V is arbitrary, we conclude that ä(Dr, DJ:O.
It remains to show that Drand D, are not Möbius equivalent, which is to say

that there is no Möbius transformation 7: H *H such that

(6) -s(f)+(r)'z(s(S)o"):0.
First note that on the imaginary axis we have from (3) that

s(fr)(d+t"tz) _ u-r, {_p,i<tl +p,r(D+* p,r(»r} ,

a real number. If we take I to be an even multiple of z then

pie): '$+zL,#**'(+)),
p,t (t) : - t zI:, ;*(+)'.* (å) .

Summing the geometric series then gives the estimates

t"t
lnut>-il = å'

tPi@t =fr,
so at the point w:st+iolz,

xor's(.f,)=-ä*t-+=å.
Next suppose that (6) holds for some Möbius transformation Z. Again taking
yy-st*irlt with I an even multiple of z, we have

)" s (T w)- 2 
| 
S ( fr) (T w)l : ]" ru(w)- 2 

lT' (w)1'z 
I S ( f) Q w)l

: As(w)-zlS(fr)@)l = *.
On the other hand, (4) shows that ).r(Tw)-rls(f)(Tw)l can be made <e/3 if
0:at9 fti, is near 0 or near z. It must be, therefore, that the image of the imaginary
axis under 7 is the imaginary axis, for it is a hyperbolic geodesic which, according
to the above, is contained in some wedge q<0-n-4. Hence Thas one of the forms

(i) Tw: e'w,

(ii) Tw : -dlw
for some s(R.



(i)

(ii)
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We can discount these possibilities by examining equation (6) for (i) and (ii)
along the imaginary axis. We obtain, respectively,

-p'{(t)+ti(/)+ *p;$)'+pi(r+s)- p;(t+s) **p;(r+s)2 = 0,

-pi(t)+p'r(t)+*pi?)'+p;(s- t)-pi(s- t)-*pL(s- t)' = 0.

Consider (i). It is easy to show that for each s there is a /" such that p'r(t):p'r(t"+s).
But then the functions p'r(t) and pi(t+s) must be identical since they then solve the
same initial value problem. However,

p'r(o) - t Z7:o zn+L 3n )

while

pLG): -pi@): -,27,#**,(å) = pi(o),

and we conclude that (i) cannot hold.
For (ii), replace tby s-t, use p2: -pr, and subtract the resulting equation

from (ii) to get
p'r(t)': pl$-t)'

for all ,. At t:0 we have pi9)2:p!r(s)2 which forces .r,:0. Substitute this in-
formation back into (ii), use pz:-pt again, and the fact thatpiis even while pi
is odd to get

2pi$) = o,

an absurdity. Hence (ii) cannot hold, and we have shown that D, and D, are not
Möbius equivalent.

We have answered Lehto's question, but one might now ask for a class of
domains for which ä is a metric. Perhaps a different candidate for a metric should
be proposed, ideally one that is complete. We do not know. We do, however, have

one final (negative) comment. All of the properties and theorems we have used for
the Schwarzian have direct analogues for the operator f"ff'. One might then try
to define a distance by

t(Dr, Dr): ilf ll.f"lf'llr,

where /: Dr-Dz is a conformal mapping and llf"lf'llo,:sup )';Llf"lf'\. Ilere
the relevant question is: if y(Dr, D):0, are D, and D, similar? Not surprisingly,

the domains exhibited above show, with a few minor changes in the argument, that
this is not so.

Theorem 2, There exist domains D, and D, which are not similar, but for
which y(Dr,Dr):0. The domains can each be chosen to be arbitrarily close to a
disk (in ternts of y).
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